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Some of the most notorious phrases that have been introduced into the United States’ lexicon over the past three years are “Build the Wall!”¹ and “Make America Great Again!”² These phrases represent the growing anti-immigration and xenophobic sentiments that have become popular in the United States and internationally. The growth of these sentiments worldwide can be seen in the United Kingdom³ and even in the historically progressive state of Denmark.⁴ It is widely known that one of the dominating factors that influenced the United Kingdom to ultimately leave the European Union (EU), was the growing anti-immigration sentiment of its population.⁵ In Denmark, the reaction to the migration crisis in Europe was not acceptance and

---


aid, but instead to close its doors, sending the message that migrants are not welcome.\textsuperscript{6} These sentiments have had an effect on immigration legislation in all three countries. Underlying these changes is the following rationale: “[i]t doesn’t take a very large number of ‘uninvited guests’ for an insecure state to make them scape goats for the ills of society and its perceived decline.”\textsuperscript{7}

Political agendas in these countries have had a profound effect on legislation.\textsuperscript{8} Increasingly stringent anti-immigration laws in the United States (U.S.), United Kingdom (U.K.), and Denmark represent a period of extremism in legislative actions. As this Article demonstrates, this extremism is not beneficial to these nations and their citizens.

The focus on aliens is often used as a way of deflecting attention from underlying problems nations face. Nazi Germany, for example, blamed the Jewish population for the economic hardship of German workers.\textsuperscript{9} Today, immigrants are blamed for the economic plight of a nation’s workers.\textsuperscript{10} Rather than focusing on the true problems facing societies (including, but not limited to, the need for global security against terrorists groups like ISIS; civil wars; drug violence plaguing countries like Syria, Mexico, and others that have contributed to substantial emigration from those nations; and the need for internal job growth), the focus has been channeled into anti-immigration and anti-migration sentiments. Although there are legitimate problems that arise out of immigration that require regulation, extreme regulations are not needed. Extremism is distracting lawmakers and the public from the real issues. Additionally, extreme regulations passed often infringe on human rights, violate constitutional provisions, and hurt economies.

This Article consists of four parts that lay the framework and analyze extreme immigration legislation and anti-immigration sentiments in the U.S., U.K., and Denmark. Part I focuses on the history of immigration

\textsuperscript{6} Abramsky, supra note 4.


\textsuperscript{9} Pierre James, The Murderous Paradise: German Nationalism and the Holocaust 132 (Praeger, 2001).

and anti-immigration sentiments in the three countries. Part II discusses governing laws in the three countries that have received the most attention because of their extreme impact on immigrants. Part III analyzes these laws, focusing on their legal ramifications, discriminatory effects on immigrants, and economic harm. Finally, Part IV explains why these laws reflect an extreme approach to immigration and raise serious legal questions if they are not modified in the future. This Article concludes by recommending that these countries reject extreme immigration laws that are subject to serious legal challenges and are not economically beneficial for their citizens. This Article also proposes simple changes to immigration integration policy that can aid in society’s acceptance of immigrants and increase their benefits to the economy even more.


The purpose of this section is to explore the history of immigration regulation in the U.S., U.K. and Denmark.

A. U.S. History

The U.S. is a nation founded upon mass immigration. It prides itself on being a “melting pot.” The U.S., however, has an extensive history of anti-immigration sentiments that currently threaten to “tip” the melting pot in ways that are not beneficial.

In the nineteenth century, around thirty million immigrants entered the U.S. Shortly after this mass immigration, the U.S. Congress passed one of its first major legislative immigration statutes, the Immigration Act of 1924 (Act). This Act expanded the Chinese Exclusion Act of 1882, which specifically targeted Chinese workers by suspending their immigration to the U.S. for a period of ten years. The 1924 provision also prohibited immigration by all Asians. Although the Act was the first comprehensive

---


legislative immigration statute promulgated by Congress, it was certainly not the first nor the last demonstration of anti-immigration sentiment.

Shortly before the Act was passed, a political party known as “The Know Nothings” came into existence.16 This political party was mostly known for its intolerance of immigration, specifically for persons of German and Irish decent.17 The Germans and the Irish were often perceived as lesser human beings when compared to their Anglo-Saxon protestant brethren. Benjamin Franklin, for example, described Germans as “swarthy,” which was considered an affront to the purity of the Anglo-Saxon race.18 Roman Catholic Irish persons were considered lazy, drunken brawlers, unwelcome in a country founded by Protestants.19 The Know Nothings did not gain much political power, except in Massachusetts.20 However their sentiments and rhetoric are reflected in discussions of immigration today. Discussions of immigration from parts of Europe and Asia during the times of the Know Nothings are remarkably similar to those held today of immigration from Latin America and the Middle East.21

Over the years, various events have transpired in the U.S. that have raised anti-immigration sentiments. This Article focuses on the past few decades in which immigration has become one of the most hotly contested legal issues in the U.S. Two major events in recent history that have altered U.S. immigration policy are the terrorist attacks on September 11, 2001 (9/11)22 and the Great Recession of 2008.23 Since 9/11, the topic of immigration has become more important because many associate immigration with

17. Id.
19. Kierdorf, supra note 16.
20. Id.
national security.\footnote{24} As a result, the government has made efforts to allocate more resources to immigration control.\footnote{25} For example, deportations have increased,\footnote{26} and immigrants have been and continue to be subject to greater control under legislation passed by Congress.\footnote{27} The Great Recession of 2008 continues to threaten U.S. citizens and has disrupted their expectations of “economic” security. Immigrants are unfairly blamed for the lack of job growth following this event. They have become “scapegoats” for the consequences of the Great Recession.\footnote{28} As tensions have caused violence to spread worldwide, people have looked inward—to put up barriers to protect themselves from the “other” and to put “America First.”\footnote{29}

B. U.K. History

The history of immigration in the U.K. is unique in that until the mid-1980s the U.K. saw a greater number of emigrants than immigrants.\footnote{30} After World War II the U.K. implemented more restrictive immigration laws. It espoused two-pillar goals.\footnote{31} The first pillar referred to as “limitation,” had the ultimate goal of keeping the overall population consistent.\footnote{32} That is, a “zero net immigration” policy was adopted that sought to have the amount of individuals immigrating into the country not to exceed those emigrating from it.\footnote{33} The legislation distinguished between persons who were U.K. born and those who were not.\footnote{34} Only those who were not born in the U.K were subject to controls adopted under the “net zero” immigration policy.\footnote{35}

The second pillar goal focused on integration.\footnote{36} This kind of legislation did not control the number of individuals immigrating but instead focused on their identity or place of origin. The legislation was influenced by the
Civil Rights Movement in the U.S., taking form in anti-discrimination laws.37

The immigration policy shifted again after the fall of the Soviet Union in the mid-1980s, resulting in more asylum seekers pursuing entry into the U.K.38 As a consequence, the immigration laws became more restrictive, although there was a growing humanitarian need to immigrate. The laws in the 1990s, in particular, made it more difficult for asylum seekers to obtain asylum and reduced the benefits available to them.39

The 9/11 attacks in the U.S. also resulted in the implementation of significant security measures in the U.K. The U.K. became more concerned with developing tighter security, which was reflected in its immigration policy.40 Anti-immigration sentiment that arose in the 1990s also increased as a result of 9/11.41 Today, immigration is one of the most important public policy issues in the U.K. Approximately three-quarters of the British population support reducing immigration to their country.42

C. Denmark History

Denmark’s history shows similar patterns of anti-immigration policy and sentiment, as discussed above. In the early twentieth century, immigration to Europe ceased during the World Wars.43 However, immigration began to increase in the early 1960s.44 The first restrictive Danish immigration laws came into effect in the 1970s, when a large number of persons immigrated to Denmark.45 However, anti-immigration sentiments have substantially increased since the early 1990s.46 Moreover, since the wake

37. Id.
38. Id.
39. Id.
40. Id.
41. Id.
43. See Eskil Wadensjö, Immigration, the Labour Market, and Public Finances in Denmark, 7 SWED. ECON. POL’Y REV. 59, 61 (2000).
44. Id.
45. Id.
of 9/11 the Danish People’s Party (the “People’s Party”), a conservative party, has played on the citizens’ fear of immigration in the wake of 9/11.47 The Party has gained popularity with its views, which claim that Denmark is not meant to be “multi-ethnic” and that the country is not meant for immigrants.48 These ideas have received popular support and encouraged sustained anti-immigration rhetoric in the country.49 The People’s Party has gained popularity and is now the second largest party in Denmark’s Parliament.50

The history of these three countries has demonstrated varying approaches to immigration policy over the years. Today immigration is perceived more negatively than in the past, resulting in more restrictive immigration legislation that many consider to embrace the extreme responses to immigration.

II. APPLICABLE LAWS

Before turning to a discussion of current immigration laws in the U.S., U.K. and Denmark, distinguishing the kinds of immigration laws and types of immigrants is an important consideration. Laws may apply to legal or illegal immigration, or both. They may also apply to different types of immigrants, such as migrants, refugees, or asylum seekers.

First, although many of the governing laws examined in this Part involve legal immigration, certain laws also discuss illegal immigration. In the simplest terms, a legal immigrant is an immigrant who has been officially authorized,51 whereas an illegal immigrant is a person present in a country without official authorization.52 Making this distinction proves important because the severity of certain laws often depends on whether the law applies to legal immigration or illegal immigration. Illegal immigration is generally more severely regulated. However, most public opinion surveys do not distinguish between illegal and legal immigrants. Most surveys simply refer to immigration in general, which brings up several different issues.

Different types of immigrants often fall within the term “immigrants,” such as migrants, refugees, and asylum seekers. Although the term “migrant”

---

47. Id.
48. Id. at 320–21.
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52. Id.
- often encompass a broader definition,53 this Article uses the term migrant to refer to a “migrant worker.” According to the UN Convention on the Rights of Migrants, a “migrant worker” is defined as: “a person who is to be engaged, is engaged, or has been engaged in a remunerated activity in a State of which he or she is not a national.”54 Another important distinction to make is that the term “migrant” refers to individuals who freely decide to become immigrants, i.e., without the intervention of external compelling factors.55 This distinguishes migrants from refugees and asylum seekers.”56

In contrast to a migrant, a refugee is defined as: “someone who has been forced to flee his or her country because of persecution, war, or violence. A refugee has a well-founded fear of persecution for reasons of race, religion, nationality, political opinion or membership in a particular social group.”57 An asylum seeker is similar to a refugee in this respect. However, a refugee has been granted protection by a State, whereas an asylum seeker is “someone who has applied for protection as a refugee and is awaiting the determination of his or her status.”58

A. U.S. Governing Law

The Trump presidential campaign utilized the anti-immigration sentiments following 9/11 and the Great Recession, previously discussed. In office, he has implemented anti-immigration policies such as travel bans and modifications of the Dream Act that are discussed in this Section.

55. See UNESCO, Migrant/Migration, supra note 53. However, in some cases a Migrant’s decision to move is not necessarily autonomous. Other external factors that are not significant enough to grant them asylum or refugee status have caused conditions which effectively force the Migrant’s decision.
56. UNESCO, Migrant/Migration, supra note 53.
1. Trump Travel Bans

One week after President Trump came into office, he signed an Executive Order commonly referred to as President Trump’s “travel ban.” The Order prohibited entry into the U.S., for ninety days, any citizen of Iran, Iraq, Syria, Yemen, Sudan, Libya, and Somalia. The Order also imposed an indefinite ban on refugees from Syria. This controversial Order immediately resulted in opposition from politicians, lawyers, and the public. These critics claimed the Order violates the U.S. Constitution, violates the Immigration and Nationality Act, and felt that it attacked this country’s core values. Mass protests broke out in airports after the ban was signed with many claiming “we are all immigrants!” Included in the protests were thousands of lawyers from around the country who gave legal advice to aid those affected by the Order in order to secure their entry into the U.S.

The Order targeted a group the U.S. has often protected, refugees fleeing their nations to find safety in the U.S.

On February 3, 2017, District Court Judge James Robart issued a temporary restraining order halting the implementation of the Order nationwide in a challenge by the states of Washington and Minnesota to the travel ban. The district court’s order was ultimately upheld by the Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit. The appellate court found that the Order was unconstitutional because it violated the due process requirement of the Fifth Amendment of the U.S. Constitution.

---

59. Exec. Order No. 13769, 82 Fed. Reg. 8977 (Jan. 27, 2017). This Executive Order was titled “Executive Order Protecting the Nation from Foreign Terrorist Entry Into the United States.”


62. Id.


66. See Owen et al., supra note 60.


69. Trump, 847 F.3d at 1168.
liberty, or property without due process of law. The Order failed to provide any type of notice or hearing before restricting an individual’s ability to travel. The court found that the term “individual” in the Fifth Amendment extends to all ‘persons’ in the U.S. regardless of their citizenship.

The court also addressed claims that the Order was unconstitutional on the grounds of religious discrimination. The First Amendment of the United States Constitution prohibits any “law respecting an establishment of religion.” The States bringing the action against the Order argued that the travel ban was specifically meant to disfavor Muslims, and therefore the Order violated the Establishment Clause of the First Amendment. The court did not make a holding specifically on the grounds of the Establishment Clause, stating that the States raised significant issues of constitutionality that it reserved the right to consider these religious discrimination claims at a later time.

Finally, the court held that insufficient evidence existed that the Order protected the public from terrorist attacks. It further held the evidence demonstrated that the Order caused damage to many residents in the U.S. The States that brought the action were able to demonstrate that “the travel prohibitions harmed the States’ university employees and students, separated families, and stranded the States’ residents abroad.” The government argued that the travel ban was necessary for national security reasons, specifically in safeguarding the U.S. population from a terrorist attack. However, the government was unable to provide any evidence that aliens from any of the countries banned had perpetrated a terrorist attack in the U.S. Furthermore, the government was unable to demonstrate any evidence that showed the travel ban could be put in place without causing the harm that the States alleged.

70. U.S. CONST. amend. V.
71. Trump, 847 F.3d at 1164.
72. Id. at 1165.
73. Id. at 1167–68.
74. U.S. CONST. amend. I.
75. Trump, 847 F.3d at 1167.
76. Id. at 1168.
77. Id.
78. Id. at 1168–69.
79. Id. at 1169.
80. Id. at 1168.
81. Id.
82. Id. at 1169.
In response to the court’s decision, President Trump revised the Order. This revised Order retained the ninety day travel ban for all the previously listed countries, except for Iraq. It also removed the indefinite ban on Syrian refugees, and allowed citizens from the listed countries who had valid U.S. visas to enter the country. These changes were made in an attempt to circumvent injuries that the States claimed the ban caused them. However, even with these changes, a new petition for a temporary restraining order was filed by Hawaii. Hawaii was the first state to challenge the revised Order. It argued that the revised Order violated the Establishment Clause, an argument discussed above. The State of Hawaii also argued that the order violated the Immigration and Nationality Act (INA). The INA claim specifically contended that the order violated this Act by discriminating on the basis of nationality and exceeding the President’s authority delegated under the INA.

In a decision written by Judge Derrick Watson, the District Court of Hawaii issued a preliminary injunction that prohibited the implementation of the revised Order, holding that the plaintiffs succeeded in demonstrating a substantial likelihood of success in showing a violation of the Establishment Clause. However, the Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit declined to affirm the district court’s decision based on the Establishment Clause claim, citing the Supreme Court’s admonition that “courts should be extremely careful not to issue unnecessary constitutional rulings.” The court reasoned that it did not need to address the Establishment Clause issue as it could affirm the preliminary injunction based only on the plaintiff’s INA claims.

The court held that the travel ban was discriminatory in violation of the INA and affirmed the district court’s decision to issue the preliminary

85. Id.
86. Id.
87. By allowing citizens who already had a valid visa to travel back to the U.S., many of the harms suffered by the States were no longer at issue because employees, students, or family members living in the States would have legal visas to allow them entry into the U.S.
89. Id. at 1128.
90. Id.
91. Id.
92. Id. at 1133.
93. Hawaii v. Trump, 859 F.3d 741, 761 (9th Cir. 2017).
94. Id.
Injunction against the travel ban. In order to address the INA claim fully, the court first determined whether the Plaintiffs were within the zone of interests protected by the INA. The court held that indeed the Plaintiffs were within the protection of the law since the INA governs family reunifications and authorizes aliens to be students and employees within the U.S. The court also found that certain provisions of the INA provide for procedure on the admission of refugees, and therefore refugee resettlement policies and programs fall within the protection of the law. The court also found that the travel ban was in conflict with the INA’s non-discrimination clause because the ban discriminated against persons based on their nationalities.

Under the INA, the President has the authority to ban any alien or class of aliens only if that class is detrimental to the interests of the U.S. The government argued that the President had the authority for national security reasons. However, the court found that the Government was unable to justify the ban on this ground. Essentially, the power delegated to the President by the INA to bar entry of a class of aliens to the U.S. must still be supported by a showing of that detrimental interest. As such, the Government would need to show that entry of nationals from all six countries and refugees in excess of 50,000 would be detrimental to the U.S. The court concluded “the [revised] Order does not offer a sufficient justification to suspend the entry of more than 180 million people on the basis of nationality. National security is not a ‘talismanic incantation’ that, once invoked, can support any and all exercise of executive power.”

The U.S. Supreme Court granted certiorari regarding the decision of the court of appeals. The Supreme Court granted a stay of parts of the injunction

---

95. Id. at 789.
96. Id. at 766.
100. Trump, 859 F.3d at 766.
101. Id. at 762.
103. Trump, 859 F.3d at 770.
104. Id. at 771.
105. Id. at 774.
106. Id. at 770.
107. Id. at 774.
on the travel ban. The Supreme Court held that the lower court’s finding on the travel ban were sufficient and persuasive regarding persons who have a bona fide relationship with a person or entity in the U.S. A bona fide relationship includes those who have a familial relationship in the U.S. or a relationship with a U.S. entity that is formal, documented, and formed in the ordinary course of business. Therefore, a student accepted to a U.S. university, or a worker who is given an offer by a company in the U.S. would qualify as having a bona fide relationship with a U.S. entity and thus, granted entry. However, the Supreme Court did not agree with the court of appeals regarding persons who have no relationship with the U.S. Relationships formed with the purpose of evading the revised Order are insufficient to grant entry. Foreign nationals working with a non-profit organization to seek entry into the U.S. and working with this organization purely to avoid the Executive Order is another example of an insufficient relationship. The Supreme Court found that persons with no prior relationships with U.S. persons or entities have no legally relevant hardship affected by the travel ban. Therefore, national security claims warranted a stay of the preliminary injunction against the travel ban with respect to these persons. Currently, the travel ban prohibits any citizen from the six aforementioned countries from entering the U.S. unless they have a “bona fide relationship with any person or entity in the U.S.” Although this type of relationship protects families from being separated and protects students and workers, it prohibits entry of refugees from the listed countries seeking safety.

Although President Trump was only partially successful in implementing his anti-immigration executive orders, the Administration has replaced some provisions of the controversial travel ban with new restrictions. The third travel ban is similar to the first two bans; however, it includes restrictions on immigration from Venezuela and North Korea. The third

109. Id. at 2089.
110. Id. at 2088.
111. Id.
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115. Id.
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travel ban has been challenged, again by the State of Hawaii and other states. The claims presented in the most recent case present the same issues that were addressed above including that the travel ban does not provide sufficient reason to justify a violation of the INA. However, in December 2017, the Supreme Court ordered that the travel ban will take effect while the appeals process continues in the lower courts. The Court issued brief, unsigned orders which urged the appellate courts to move swiftly in coming to their decision; however the Court’s order gave no reason for its decision.

2. The Dream Act

Another recent Presidential decision that represents anti-immigration sentiment is the rescission of the “Deferred Action for Childhood Arrival” Program (also known as the “Dream Act” or “DACA”). The DACA program was designed to allow foreign-born individuals who arrived in the U.S. to avoid immediate deportation so they could obtain work permits, stay in school, and secure driver’s licenses. The DACA program was first implemented on June 15, 2012, during President Obama’s term through a memorandum by the U.S. Department of Homeland Security.

As of September 4, 2017, the DACA program had approximately 689,800 participants. President Trump, however, decided to terminate the program

---

125. Id.
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based on the claim that the Obama Administration did not have the legal authority to implement the program.130 President Trump’s decision to end DACA was provoked by the legal actions against a similar program, the “Deferred Action for Parents of Americans and Lawful Permanent Residents” (DAPA).131 DAPA was challenged in numerous state courts, led by Texas.132 The Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit ultimately ruled that DAPA was not authorized by the Immigration and Nationality Act.133 The court stated that the Act “flatly does not permit the reclassification of millions of illegal aliens as lawfully present and thereby make them newly eligible for a host of federal and state benefits, including work authorization.”134 This ruling was affirmed by the U.S. Supreme Court in a plurality decision.135

The Trump Administration cited multiple reasons for ending DACA.136 The first being that, since the Supreme Court made its ruling clear on DAPA, the similar program of DACA would likely be deemed unconstitutional as well.137 Secondly, the administration reasoned that the program conflicted with current immigration laws put in place by Congress.138 Finally, the Trump Administration stated that, since the policies behind DACA conflicted with current law, Congress should make the program into law itself.139

B. U.K. Governing Law

The U.K. has also experienced major legislative changes due to anti-immigration sentiments.


131. The DAPA program permitted individuals who had a son or daughter, who is a U.S. citizen or lawful permanent resident, to remain lawfully present in the United States, Texas v. United States, 809 F.3d 134, 147–49, 184 (5th Cir. 2015); “Lawful presence”, under DAPA, was not an enforceable right to remain in the U.S., but it did have legal consequences, including a renewable three-year work permit, government benefits, and exemption from deportation. Id. at 148–49.
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134. Duke, supra note 130; Texas v. United States, 809 F.3d 134, 184 (5th Cir. 2015).


136. Duke, supra note 130.

137. Id.

138. Id.

139. Id.

The U.K. had been one of the earliest members of the EU, becoming a member in 1973. In March 2017, Theresa May, Prime Minister of the U.K., officially facilitated the U.K.’s exit from the EU by delivering a letter to the EU Council President which triggered Article 50 of the EU treaty. Article 50 allows members of the EU, such as the U.K., to leave the Union with proper notice. Prime Minister May, in making this notification, stated, this is “an historic moment from which there can be no turning back.”

With the decision to leave the EU, the U.K. faces many new challenges regarding economic trade, border control, and security, as well as the apparent primacy of EU laws already on the books in the U.K. The process of leaving will take at least two years. Negotiations occurring between the U.K. and the remaining EU countries will attempt to provide answers to those questions left in the wake of the exit.
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leave the EU was and remains a controversial decision, regardless of if it was approved by a majority vote of the people.\textsuperscript{149}

The public vote to exit the EU demonstrates anti-immigration sentiment as an influential factor leading up to the referendum. Many in the U.K. feel that the U.K. should have full control over who enters the country; they also believe that laws regarding immigration should be determined by the U.K. parliament alone and not the EU.\textsuperscript{150} Eighty-eight percent of those who voted in favor of Brexit also believed that Britain should let fewer immigrants into the country.\textsuperscript{151}

Immigration has become a prominent issue because of anti-immigration sentiment among the British population.\textsuperscript{152} In the years leading up to the referendum vote on Brexit, the U.K. had seen the highest net immigration numbers in its history.\textsuperscript{153} In the year prior to June 2016, before Brexit was made official, the U.K. experienced a net migration increase of around 336,000 individuals.\textsuperscript{154} The U.K.’s goal of removing itself from the EU in order to reduce immigration has turned into a reality. In its first full year since Brexit was made official, the U.K. has seen the largest decrease of net migration for a 12-month period since immigration statistics first began being recorded in the mid-1960s.\textsuperscript{155} In the year prior to June 2017, the U.K. witnessed a net migration drop of over 100,000, with more than three-quarters of the fall due to a decrease in migration of EU citizens.\textsuperscript{156} The largest decrease came from countries like France, Germany, Spain, and Poland.\textsuperscript{157} Furthermore, the number of EU citizens emigrating out of the U.K. increased by twenty-nine percent.\textsuperscript{158}
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2. **U.K. Immigration Act of 2016**

Examples of anti-immigration sentiments were prevalent in Britain before Brexit, mainly reflected in amendments to the Immigration Act. The most recent version is referred to as the Immigration Act of 2016 (the “Act”)

The distinctions made earlier in this Article concerning illegal versus legal immigration are of importance regarding this Act. The Act specifically targets illegal migrants, with little changes made which affect the other categories of immigrants discussed earlier (i.e., legal migrants, refugees, and asylum seekers).

Changes in recent years have made the U.K. a more hostile location for undocumented migrants. The Act specifically targets undocumented workers, which have been of growing concern in the U.K. The Act uses numerous provisions to achieve this increasingly hostile climate. The provisions of the Act have made it more difficult for undocumented workers to settle in the U.K. and have access to services. The Act introduces more powers to find and remove these illegal migrants, as well as increasing the penalties for those workers and their employers. Finally, the Act introduces measures which make it more attractive for employers to hire domestically rather than hiring overseas workers.

#### a. Impacting Employment Opportunities for Illegal Migrants

In targeting the labor market as a source of undocumented workers, a previous amendment to the Act doubled the fines for employers who are caught hiring illegal migrants. The new Act also changed the *mens rea* requirement for employers charged with criminal offenses. It no longer requires employers to have actual knowledge of the undocumented status

---

159. See generally Immigration Act 2016, c.19 (Eng.).
161. *Id.;* see generally Immigration Act 2016.
165. Immigration Act 2016 § 35; see also Devine, *supra* note 3.
of their employees. A criminal offense may be predicated on whether employers have reasonable cause to know their employees are undocumented.

b. Impacting Housing Options for Illegal Migrants

The housing market has also been targeted in an attempt to create a more hostile environment for illegal immigrants. The Act creates more severe penalties for leasing agents who know or have reasonable cause to know they are leasing to undocumented immigrants. Additionally, the immigration officers that enforce these measures now have greater power to apprehend illegal immigrants. They no longer need a warrant to arrest someone they suspect is committing the leasing crime. There is also a program that requires lessors to check whether their tenants can legally rent the property. This program, along with the increasingly severe punishment for lessors and lessees who break the rules, has created a hostile environment which is detrimental not only to the immigrants, but to the service providers that suffer from the costly and burdensome requirements of the program.

c. Regulations Impacting Illegal Migrants Regarding Driving and Financial Accounts

Changes in the Act have also affected daily activities such as driving and maintaining financial accounts. The Act criminalizes driving in the U.K. by illegal immigrants. The major concern with this legislation is the difficulty in determining what constitutes a reasonable belief that a driver is illegally in the U.K. without the potential risk of law enforcement discriminating against certain drivers. The Act also requires financial institutions to regularly check the account holders within their institutions to determine whether they are legally allowed in the U.K. The enforcement
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of these provisions of the Act severely disrupt the intention of undocumented migrants to settle in the country.178

d. Due Process Concerns Regarding Illegal Migrants

Finally, stricter policies regarding the Act’s enforcement and the appeals process contribute to a hostile environment.179 Law enforcement officers are able to search and seize any evidence pertaining to illegal immigration if they are legally on a property and have reason to believe such evidence exists.180 Regarding the appeals process, the Immigration Act of 2014 had already significantly decreased the number of immigration decisions allowed to be appealed from seventeen to four.181 The 2016 Act included a provision that would allow the government to deport an immigrant before they were able to appeal the decision.182 This “deport first, appeal later”183 policy applied to most immigration cases, except for asylum and human rights cases where removal would pose a serious risk of harm and breach the U.K.’s human rights obligations.184 However, as of June 2017, the power of the government to deport first has been significantly restricted due to a landmark decision of the U.K. Supreme Court.185 The Supreme Court ruled that requiring “out-of-country” appeals is unlawful.186 The decision rested primarily on the basis that deporting immigrants first before allowing them to appeal infringed upon their human rights. The Court found that obstruction of their appeal was likely if they were required to appeal from abroad.187
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C. Denmark Governing Law

Although Denmark is known as one of the most progressive countries in Europe, its laws regarding refugees is at odds with this reputation. Denmark has experienced a growing anti-immigration sentiment that has increased dramatically in recent years because of the refugee crisis in Europe. It has resulted in legislation that makes it difficult for non-EU immigrants to qualify for residence rights; reduces the state benefits given to refugees; grants the state powers to seize assets from legal migrants and asylum seekers; and creates multiple issues regarding family reunification.

1. Danish Alien Act

Denmark has adopted a closed-door policy in responding to the recent refugee crisis. Advertisements in place in the Middle East make it clear that Denmark does not welcome refugees. In 2015 for example, Denmark’s Ministry of Immigration, Integration and Housing placed an advertisement in a Lebanese newspaper that warned asylum seekers of stricter regulations, including rigorous language and culture tests. It also warned that Denmark had cut its social benefits for asylum seekers by up to fifty percent. As a further deterrent, the advertisement warned asylum seekers that those who were granted temporary asylum were not entitled to family reunification for their first year of residence. Finally, it notified asylum seekers that their removal from Denmark would occur as quickly as possible if they were denied asylum. At the time of this advertisement, Lebanon was hosting approximately 1.1 million Syrian refugees. Denmark’s closed-door policy is clearly reflected in this advertisement which was distributed to specifically
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target Syrians who are in most need of aid. Additionally, legislative changes also create a hostile environment for migrants. The following sections discuss the various provisions and changes to the Danish Alien Act (the “Alien Act”) for refugees, migrants, and asylum seekers.

a. Refugee Benefits Downsized

A major change to the Alien Act in 2015 significantly cut state benefits for unemployed refugees. The change affected refugees who had been living in Denmark for less than seven of the past eight years and all incoming refugees. The new “integration benefits” for a single refugee with no children decreased by forty-five percent. This change was intended to deter refugees from choosing Denmark as their destination. This intention is reflected in a press release from the Ministry of Employment that stated: “The government will, as promised during the election, quickly implement a new integration benefit for new arrivals, in order to make Denmark a less attractive destination while making it more attractive to work and contribute to Danish society.” This change was just one of many controversial legislative decisions made by Denmark’s Parliament since the refugee crisis began.

b. Assets of Refugees Seized

Another harsh change to the Alien Act in 2016 has created further controversy. This change, often referred to as the “Jewelry Law” allows Danish authorities to seize any assets from legal migrants and asylum seekers.
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that exceed 10,000 kroner (which equals about $1,450 or €1,340).\footnote{206} Items of sentimental value, such as wedding rings, are excluded from this limit.\footnote{207} The seizure of assets is intended to help the government pay its costs associated with migrants and asylum seekers.\footnote{208}

In July 2016, this controversial “Jewelry Law” was first utilized and made headlines when the Danish government confiscated assets worth over 79,600 kroner (about £8,200 or $11,700) from a group of five Iranians seeking asylum.\footnote{209} In response to this seizure of assets, Zoran Stevanovic, the northern Europe representative of the United Nations’ refugee agency, stated:

> We have urged Denmark not to introduce a possibility to seize asylum-seekers’ personal assets and belongings, in order to use their value to pay for their reception during the asylum procedure in Denmark. . . . It is at a minimum inhumane and degrading to expect asylum seekers and refugees to let go of their treasured belongings irrespective of value. . . . In addition, it may be important for refugees to have some personal assets at their disposal when they are about to start a life in a new country and start the process towards self-sufficiency and integration.\footnote{210}

Other commentators agreed with Stevanovic, referring to the law as “despicable” and “vindictive.”\footnote{211} The adverse response to the use of the law demonstrates the controversy surrounding it. Potential human rights violations are likely to surface that would impact the government’s ability to implement the law.

c. Three-Year Moratorium on Family Member Unification

The Alien Act was also changed in 2016 to extend the time period that refugees must wait before they can apply for their family members to join
them in Denmark from one year to three years.212 This change, as well as
that relating to the seizure of assets from refugees, has raised concerns over
whether Denmark is complying with refugee human rights requirements.213
Nils Muižnieks, the Council of Europe Commissioner for Human Rights,
released a letter to Denmark’s Minister for Immigration, Integration and
Housing expressing his concerns about the amendments.214 He states in
his letter:

The proposal to postpone the right to family reunification to three years for
beneficiaries of temporary subsidiary protection raises issues of compatibility
with Article 8 of the European Convention on Human Rights which protects the
right to respect for one’s family life and could also infringe on the rights of
children to live within their family environment, as prescribed by the United
Nations’ Convention on the Rights of the Child.215

As it currently stands the amendments are still in place.216 However, the
European Court of Human Rights has found other provisions of Denmark’s
family reunification laws to be discriminatory.217 These provisions are
discussed in the next subsection.

d. The Attachment Requirement Regarding Spousal Residency Permits

On May 24, 2016, the European Court of Human Rights (European Court)
ruled in Biao v. Denmark that provisions of Denmark’s immigration law
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on family reunification were discriminatory.\textsuperscript{218} The case involved Denmark’s refusal to grant a couple residence permits for family reunification on the grounds that the couple did not satisfy the “attachment requirement.”\textsuperscript{219} The “attachment requirement” requires that spouses applying for residence permits have aggregate ties with Denmark that are stronger than their aggregate ties with another country.\textsuperscript{220} There is also an alternative provision in the Act which allows the attachment requirement to be circumvented if an individual has been a Danish citizen for at least twenty-eight years (28-year rule).\textsuperscript{221}

The couple in \textit{Biao v. Denmark} claimed that the refusal by Denmark to grant them residence rights violated Article 8 of the European Convention on Human Rights.\textsuperscript{222} This Article guarantees individuals a right of respect for their private and family life.\textsuperscript{223} The couple also contended that the 28-year exception violated Article 14 of the European Convention on Human Rights which prohibits discrimination.\textsuperscript{224} The couple argued that the 28-year exception was discriminatory towards non-Danish nationals because the length of time required for citizenship favors natural-born Danish citizens over foreign-born individuals who later acquired citizenship.\textsuperscript{225} The European Court agreed with the couple’s arguments, stating that Denmark “failed to show that there were compelling or very weighty reasons unrelated to ethnic origin to justify the indirect discriminatory effect of the 28-year rule.”\textsuperscript{226}

The indirect discrimination that the European Court discussed was the effect that the 28-year rule has on the attachment requirement itself. Basically, natural-born Danish citizens can receive the benefit of a residence permit for their spouse even though their spouse does not meet the attachment requirement. This creates a loophole that foreign-born Danish citizens cannot use since most foreign-born Danish citizens do not meet the exception of the 28-year rule unless they immigrated to the country at a very young age. The 28-year rule, although not discriminatory on its face, creates a system which discriminates against foreign-born Danish citizens who try to get residence permits for their spouses. The Court ultimately ruled that although the rule promulgates indirect discrimination, this discrimination
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still violates Article 14 read in conjunction with Article 8 of the European Convention on Human Rights.227

III. HARSH IMMIGRATION LAWS AND THEIR CONSEQUENCES

Some of the most distinct issues for these three countries are the legal ramifications that result from the extreme nature of the immigration laws. Much of the legislation is controversial on its face, but additionally there are human rights and constitutionality problems. Furthermore, much of this legislation is not actually benefitting the countries. Rather, it is hurting their economies by restricting immigration and removing a source of the economies’ revenue.

A. Extremism in the Law

Harsh immigration laws have been legally contested in the U.S., U.K., and Denmark. Every single travel ban that has been introduced in the U.S. has been met with legal challenges. Each challenge addresses similar issues. They mostly center around whether or not the travel bans are legal under the U.S. Constitution and governing federal laws. In the U.K., there was a legal challenge to the “deport now, appeal later” policy. The legal issue was whether the policy created an undue burden on immigrants in their appeals process in violation of their human rights. The U.K. Supreme Court found that it did. Finally, in Denmark there are many issues present in their legislation that conflict with the basic human rights Denmark has agreed to protect as a signatory of the United Nation’s convention. Denmark has had parts of its family reunification laws challenged in court, which the European Court in fact held unlawful. Furthermore, the European Commissioner of Human Rights has warned that other parts of Denmark’s legislation may be deemed unlawful as well.

The sanctions taken against legislation demonstrate the extreme nature of these anti-immigration laws. These laws are not just targeting illegal immigration. While the legal issues in the U.K. were centered around its treatment of illegal immigrants, both the Danish and U.S. laws have dealt with legal immigrants. Legal ramifications pose serious concerns for future legislation that may be passed. In the wake of Brexit, the U.K. will no longer need to adhere to the laws of the EU. This opens up the possibility for the U.K. to implement much stricter legislation on immigration. Specifically,
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the U.K. may implement stricter legislation on immigration from other European countries. Additionally, both the U.S. and Denmark currently have political parties with legislative power who prioritize the limitation of immigration. These parties have made it clear that they intend to scale back immigration as much as possible. This raises the likelihood that more extreme legislation will be introduced in these countries in the future.

Further concerns arise with this possibility of continued extreme legislation. Particularly, there are concerns that the legislation will continue to impede on the human rights of immigrants (as seen in the U.K. and Denmark), or that the laws that are being passed will continue to unjustly discriminate against immigrants (as seen with the travel bans in the U.S.).

B. Economic Harm

Another concern about the growing trend of extremism in these laws is that many of these laws are doing more harm than good. In all three countries, there are studies which highlight the economic benefits that immigrants bring to each country. Furthermore, these studies also demonstrate that by adopting closed-door policies, the countries are actually hurting their economies.

1. U.S.

In 2016 alone, immigrants added approximately $2 trillion to the U.S. GDP. Furthermore, immigrants boost productivity through their innovation and entrepreneurship. In 2010, more than forty percent of Fortune 500 companies were founded by immigrants and their children. Finally, immigrants do not take job opportunities away from native-born Americans, although this claim is often made in political propaganda.
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study researched the impact immigration has on employment rates and wages and found that immigrants do not reduce the employment rates of native-born Americans.\textsuperscript{232} Native-born teens in the U.S. saw a slight decrease in the hours they worked, but the presence of immigrants did not reduce the rates at which teens were hired.\textsuperscript{233} In fact, the only group whose employment rates were negatively affected by immigrants were prior immigrants.\textsuperscript{234}

In addition, the study found that wages were generally unaffected by immigrants.\textsuperscript{235} Similar to employment rates, the only groups who saw a decline in their wages were prior immigrants and high school dropouts.\textsuperscript{236} This is primarily attributed to a high demand for low-skill workers.\textsuperscript{237} Although immigrants had a slight negative effect on the wages of low-skill workers, the study also found that immigrants with high-skills had a positive effect on the wages of college-educated and less educated native-born workers.\textsuperscript{238} This effect is consistent with the theory that immigrants complement native-born workers by innovating and therefore raising the productivity of all workers.\textsuperscript{239} Immigration lends itself to innovation, entrepreneurship, and long-term economic growth in the U.S.\textsuperscript{240}

Additionally, statistics support policies that focus less on deportation of illegal immigrants in the U.S. Between the years of 2000 to 2011, illegal immigrants generated a net value of $35.1 billion for Medicare.\textsuperscript{241} Illegal immigrants also contribute an estimated $11.7 billion a year in state and local taxes.\textsuperscript{242} Furthermore, increased deportation of illegal immigrants would result in a substantial reduction in the work force and the nation’s GDP.\textsuperscript{243} Important industries, such as wholesale and retail, would suffer
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income losses. States with large illegal immigrant populations, such as Texas and California, would experience the largest declines in GDP. Finally, constructing the wall on the U.S. border could cost U.S. taxpayers upwards of $66.9 billion.

Moreover, President Trump’s controversial decision to revoke the executive order that implemented the DACA program will have detrimental effects on the economy. By removing the labor force that DACA has protected, the U.S. is predicted to lose $433.4 billion in GDP and $24.6 billion in Medicare and Social Security contributions over the next decade. However, if legislative reform is put in place that focuses on integrating DACA recipients into the labor force and granting citizenship, the U.S. could see an increase of approximately $1.2 trillion in GDP over the next decade.

2. U.K.

Studies similar to those conducted in the U.S. are available for the U.K.; however, workforce statistics are not as positive for the U.K. as they are for the U.S. Fewer immigrants in the U.K negatively correlates with the productivity of the U.K. market, resulting in lower GDP and less tax revenue for the U.K. Economic research on U.K. migrants suggests that tax revenues produced from migrant workers alone outweigh the financial costs of immigrants to infrastructure and public services.
3. Denmark

Unsurprisingly, there are studies that demonstrate similar findings in Denmark. A recent study from the Ministry of Finance demonstrated that the continued xenophobic attitude of Denmark is hurting the country’s economy.\(^{254}\) Denmark is on the verge of potential labor shortages.\(^{255}\) However, the study demonstrates that if immigrants work full-time they will produce revenue for Denmark, regardless of their work level.\(^{256}\) The salary for producing taxable revenues is an annual salary of around 200,000 kroner (roughly $28,540).\(^{257}\) Immigrants working at a minimum wage job full-time in Denmark would produce taxable income.\(^{258}\)

A study also discussed how migrants and refugee’s countries of origins affected their ability to meet the income requirements.\(^{259}\) While migrants from Western countries may integrate more easily, with time refugees who require more assistance and aid due to the nature of their arrival in the country will also be able to contribute financially.\(^{260}\) The study concluded that as long as the skills gap of the migrants and refugees could close within a stipulated amount of time, the migrants and refugees could contribute around $3 billion to the national income.\(^{261}\) The study highlighted that better integration policies would aid significantly in closing that skills gap and creating more revenue faster.\(^{262}\)

IV. RECOMMENDATIONS

Although anti-immigration sentiment has been rising throughout recent years within the U.S., U.K., and Denmark, the solution is not to adopt more stringent immigration legislation. Adopting more stringent immigration legislation could result in severe legal and economic ramifications in the future.
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It is important that these countries adopt new approaches that focus on implementing policies that aid in the integration of legal and illegal immigrants. There is considerable evidence that integration of immigrants into the workforce leads to mass economic benefits for all three countries.

A. Integration Techniques

There are already integration programs in all three countries and multiple ways that these programs can be improved, especially in the U.S. These programs are mostly focused on refugees and can be improved by including other immigrants. Additional proposed improvements are discussed below.

In the U.S., the resettlement programs for refugees have lost funding due to the halt in refugee processing following the Travel Bans. These funding cuts led to staff layoffs and program closures which makes running the programs effectively virtually impossible. Similarly, in the U.K. there has been a failure to develop a clear rationale for an integration agency, and funding has been cut for pre-existing programs as well. In Denmark, there is a more refined program that assigns refugees to a municipality which is responsible for aiding the refugees with integration. However, municipalities have different programs and capabilities. Many municipal programs lack staff support and ultimately fail in timely helping refugees integrate fully with language and job support.

The integration process could be clearly and easily helped by immediately prioritizing these programs and beginning to generate the funding necessary to make them successful. Resources should be redirected from combative measures utilized against immigrants to integration programs. The ultimate
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goal of integration is to help immigrants efficiently and effectively become functioning members of society.

Programs would also benefit if they were not so narrowly tailored for certain types of immigrants (i.e. refugees, first-generation, etc.). The goal of integration is better served if programs reach wider audiences, establishing a clear set of values for all immigrants.

Another integration method, which is often overlooked, is easy access to language programs for both children and adults. Access to language programs demonstrates the importance of the programs reaching a wider audience. While there are some programs that aid refugees with learning native languages (English and Danish respectively), the deficiencies in the programs impede success.271 Mastering the language of the country an immigrant has moved to is vital to a fast and easy integration process. This helps children succeed in school, and for many immigrants it is vital that they speak the native language to find work. Along with actually learning a language, there is a cultural education that occurs as well. This social learning is vital for the integration into society as well.

Although it is usually unpopular, especially in the U.S., to put more money into social assistance programs, these programs are vital for immigrants during the first few years after their immigration to a new country. It is worth the investment if the programs helped with the integration process, since, as discussed above, immigrants help with the long-term economic earnings in countries, especially in Denmark and the U.S.

A recent study performed in the U.S. gives insight into how refugees are integrating in the U.S.272 This study has shed light on a new issue besides the issues of funding and general lack of implementation addressed above. Refugees of certain nationalities have had a consistently more difficult time integrating into society than others.273 The study specifically notes that refugees from Somalia, Iraq, and Bhutan have poorer employment outcomes than other refugee groups.274 The study reflects on the policy choices the United States implemented previously, and that these may not always
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benefit all types of refugees. For example, the study discusses that the U.S. focuses too much on early employment. The study argues that a focus on language acquisition and credential recognition can help with greater long-term integration.

It is important to note that no single program will be successful for all immigrants. However, if integration becomes a policy priority, more research can discover strategies that work, and then those strategies can be implemented. There are smaller changes, as discussed above, that can be implemented currently. More effort put into researching the different techniques will continue to help policy makers in all three countries find what works and what doesn’t so that they can help immigrants integrate as effectively and efficiently as possible.

In conclusion, with a fresh approach to immigration policies these countries can focus on the greater issues at hand. Terrorism, civil war, and other forms of violence are creating unsafe environments which promote higher numbers of refugees and asylum seekers. Although these immigrants may benefit the countries they move to, it is also just as beneficial to work towards a solution to decrease the amount of global migration. Similarly, in terms of economic job growth, the focus should not be on immigrants but on ways to implement policies that will protect all workers from the growing trend of mechanization. Losing jobs to mechanization is a concern for lower skilled workers in all three countries, immigrant or not.

With less focus on the vilification of immigration and more focus on the greater problems, it can very well be possible for the U.S., the U.K., and Denmark to positively influence their economies and begin to focus their efforts on some of the greater problems that our globe is facing. These positive impacts are attainable if we simply embrace immigration and the “melting pot” that these countries have become rather than tipping the melting pot with extreme legislation.
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